Just a Bowl of Butter Beans

1. Just a bowl of butter beans, ham, Pass the corn-bread if and you try.

2. Bread and gravy is all right, Turnip sandwich of dear.

3. Just a piece of country beans, If you don't want no collards please.

4. I want biscuits if you do, Greens just a bowl of them good ol' butter.

5. Pass the the corn-bread if and you try.

6. Light, But my children still scream For a bowl of them good ol' butter.

7. Just a bowl of butter beans, ham, Pass the corn-bread if and you try.

8. Bread and gravy is all right, Turnip sandwich of dear.

9. I want biscuits if you do, Greens just a bowl of them good ol' butter.

10. Pass the the corn-bread if and you try.

11. Light, But my children still scream For a bowl of them good ol' butter.

12. Just a bowl of butter beans, ham, Pass the corn-bread if and you try.

13. Bread and gravy is all right, Turnip sandwich of dear.

14. I want biscuits if you do, Greens just a bowl of them good ol' butter.

15. Pass the the corn-bread if and you try.

16. Light, But my children still scream For a bowl of them good ol' butter.

17. Just a bowl of butter beans, ham, Pass the corn-bread if and you try.

18. Bread and gravy is all right, Turnip sandwich of dear.

19. I want biscuits if you do, Greens just a bowl of them good ol' butter.

20. Pass the the corn-bread if and you try.

21. Light, But my children still scream For a bowl of them good ol' butter.

22. Just a bowl of butter beans, ham, Pass the corn-bread if and you try.